
Plant a tree today and keep the Osa green
for generations to come!
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Spring of Green
Our forest restoration project is in full swing: help us keep our
momentum going in 2014!

Sage. Teal. Olive. Emerald. These are just a few of the vibrant hues that make up the

sea of green that is the Osa Peninsula. With over 700 different species of trees - more

than all the northern temperate regions combined - the Osa's forests are truly dazzling

jewels of color. Unfortunately, in decades past, many parts of this lush forest were

cleared and burned to harvest timber and make way for cattle pasture. Some were

even replaced by single-species tree plantations to harvest valuable hardwood -

robbing the Osa of its characteristic sparkle. 

In 2010, Osa Conservation rose to the challenge of restoring these many-faceted

forests to their natural glory. With the help of several partner organizations, we

embarked on a journey to replant degraded forest and cattle pasture with a myriad of

tree species native to the Osa. In addition, in 2013 we took on a project of extracting

non-native hardwood trees from our Cerro Osa property and replacing them with a

variety of native species. We are proud to say that by the combination of these efforts,

to date we have planted over 120,000 trees of more than 50 native species, restoring
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more than 360 acres of land! 

Seedlings grow in our native tree nursery. 

A donation of only $10 will allow us to

plant and care for one tree, from seed to

sapling. A $100 donation will allow us to

plant 10 trees and a donation of $1,000

will allow us to plant 100 trees - enough

to restore an entire acre of forest! You

can even contribute by visiting our field

stations or by bringing an education

group to participate in our conservation

programs in the Osa Peninsula. 

From cedars and palo verde to wild

nutmeg and ojoche, Osa's forests are

slowly recovering their rich diversity of

color. Help us ensure the growth and

longevity of this beautiful rainforest in all

of its fifty shades - and protect all of the

life contained within it. 

We need your help to keep our tree-

planting momentum going in 2014. This

year, we want to restore forest at

two newly-acquired properties - Osa

Verde, the home of our new sustainable

agriculture program, and the Yellow-

Billed Cotinga Sanctuary, which provides

vital habitat for this critically-endangered

bird species. 

Make a donation to our reforestation

program today and you can help us

restore Osa to its natural multitude of

colors. All donations go directly to forest

restoration - from gathering native seeds

and growing them in our nursery to the

intensive labor required to plant the trees

in the wild. 

Local schoolchildren plant trees at Cerro Osa. 

Our reforestation project is made possible with the generous support of: 

Donate today!

http://osaconservation.org/donate


 

American Bird Conservancy

BARCA

Natural Resources Defense Council

Natural Resources Foundation of Wisconsin

Neenah Paper Company

United States Fish & Wildlife Service Neotropical Migratory Bird Conservation Act
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"As an optimist, I strongly believe that if we all do something - individuals, families,

communities, and governments - and start now, the planet will respond to our care
and we will prevail."

- Alvaro Ugalde, board member of Osa Conservation and co-founder of Costa
Rica's national parks system 
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